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Internal 
I was involved in all DAGS meeting this year whether as a VP academic or President. This year DAGS had a lot of 
issues. When I became president after the resignation of the previous president in late November 2017, DAGS had 
a very critical situation, and we were at the point that the DAGS building was closed by the administration decision 
for many reasons during the past years. I had some executive and council meeting with our members, and we 
decide to start changing the structure of the DAGS. One of the main issues that cost DAGS a lot was the muse. The 
muse was closed this year due the administration decision, in this way, DAGS could save money at least 10,000$/
yr for its members. Using this money DAGS will able to improve the other services like increasing the travel 
grants which is currently 100$. Also, DAGS will able to initiate some new services for Graduate student. When 
DAGS building closed, I reached out to FGS dean, Dr. Marty Leonard. She provided DAGS a temporary office 
located at Mona Campbell building. She is an amazing person, and I recommend the new executive keep meeting 
with her, as she is an invaluable support for graduate students and DASG. As a VP academic, whether before I 
become president or after, I was attending in Senate as a senator and also senate caucus. Also, I was participating in 
appeal committee, FGS meetings, dean associate appointing committee, FGS faculty council, a search committee. I 
had to continue attending this committees and meetings since we did not have VP-Academic during the time that I 
became president. Moreover, Also, I had a monthly meeting with Dr. Leonard, regarding DAGS and Graduate 
student’s issues.  

University, DSU, CFS relations 
I’ve participated in National General meeting of CFS in summer 2017 and also National Graduate caucus in winter 
2018. Also, this year we were in contact with CFS and ask for their support and helps for DASG issues.  After I 
became president, our team and I start building a new relationship with DSU. We were successful in this way, and 
now DAGS and DSU have a very good relationship which never has had happened during the past years. DAGS 
and DSU currently working together to provide a better service for graduate students. I would recommend to new 
executives to continue this way and improve DAGS – DSU relationship and being united in their work. In this way, 
they can save many resources for other services for graduate students. Also, with the support of DSU, I had few 
meetings with the university regarding DAGS new space. Amina (DSU president) and I had a meeting with Ian 
Nason, and in this meeting, we negotiate for DAGS spaces need. Finally, we agreed to locate DAGS at the 4th floor 
of Student Union Building. As result of our negotiation, DAGS will have three offices for DAGS Office 
Coordinator, DAGS President, and DAGS executives. Also, DAGS will have a graduate lounge (new space for 
graduate students) with a kitchenette, which will be open to all graduate students. Also, graduate students can book 
this space via online booking. This space will be preparing for September 2018.  Besides of a good relationship 
with CFS and DSU, now DAGS has a good standing relationship with university administration. I strongly 
recommend that next executive keep working on this and empower their relationship with university 
administration, since many of the Graduate students demands tied with university administration. 



Services 
DAGS provided DAGS travel and professional grants, and also DAGS funded societies for their events, the 
records of these services are available on DAGS office. After I become president, DAGS issued more than 2800$ 
DAGS travel Grant and more than 3000$ DAGS society grants. I tried to keep DAGS more responsive again, and I 
communicate with all of the societies and students who had issues or need some services from DAGS. 

Programming and Events 
I was helping DAGS for cleaning the basement of old building on December. DAG had two AGM this year and I 
participated in both. Also, DAGS had some events at the muse before DAGS closure. DAGS had orientation event 
this year in early September and also, I participated in that event. Also, DAGS had Graduate appreciation night in 
April, and I participated. Also, we had DAGS election in late April, and the new executive will start their work on 
May 1st. Good luck with them. 

 Details of all the above information are available at DAGS office, and also president and VP academic email.


